INTERNATIONAL
TALENT
SUPPORT

60 years

1 year

The Future of ITS already exists. It is represented by the over 500 young talents
selected and supported in these 14 years,
who are working in the industry or establishing their own brand.

2 years

We exist to provide a future for our talents.
A future our talents are already creating.
Barbara Franchin
ITS Founder and Director

3 years

The “fashion world” is back in the game
again, looking, also with edition number 14
of ITS, for creativity as a sign of the future.
That same future that our country is capable of building even through International
Talent Support, it is now one of the leading
international platforms for young talents.
Young talents that are now learning the
ropes and come in Trieste from all over
the world, and that here will be able to
immerse themselves in a city that arouses strong emotions and deep inspirations.
Creativity, therefore, and I shall also add
‘economy’, with regards to a sector, that of
fashion, that even with this crisis has nonetheless succeeded in increasing turnover
and boosting growth. According to the

specialized network CharmingPeople.net,
2015 will end, in fact, on a high note, recording a 4% turnover increase and an
estimated overall value amounting to
about €60 billion. Economy, and not only.
Because know-how and creativity are just
different ways to express aesthetics and
the arts. It’s a matter of culture. And I wish
to all those who will take part in ITS to be
able to express such culture, to interpret
it, while re-embracing, each one of them,
the roots of their own history. Building together the future that will be.
Debora Serracchiani
President of the
Friuli Venezia Giulia Region

5 years

7 years

Having a great history is something special:
it defines our identity, our culture, it tells
us how we became who we are. It provides us with a fundamental heritage, but
this heritage is like a suitcase. We need a
suitcase for a special trip. We therefore
need our great history to build a great future, otherwise we’ll stare at it gloomily as
we stare at a suitcase lying there, waiting
for a trip we’ll never make.

Trieste has a great history and one can
still breath this feeling walking through
the roads, looking at the buildings, flipping
through the pages of an outstanding history. But Trieste needs to travel and this
journey is called future. Each year ITS
proves a will to push us, to carry us and
possibly even guide us towards what truly
counts: the FUTURE. Are we ready for
this journey? I believe this is the right time.

International Talent Support was born and
bred in Trieste and it is proudly connected
to its city and Region, Friuli Venezia Giulia.
Establishing local sinergies and representing an International showcase for the
area are fundamental elements of the
platform DNA.
ITS would not be possible without the
strong involvement and support from the

Roberto Cosolini
Mayor of Trieste

10 years

14 years

local authorities and other important entities that commited themselves to back
the project.
Our gratitude goes to the President of
Fondazione CRTrieste Massimo Paniccia
the President of AcegasApsAmga Giovanni Borgna and the President of Trieste
Trasporti Giovanni Longo.
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15 years

20 years

WAKE UP
IN THE CLOUD!

FASHION

ITS FASHION is an international competition for fashion design students and
young designers.
In fourteen years, over 260 young fashion talents have received support and
visibility. This year 10 finalists - each with
their own personal vision and story to
tell - were selected from over 700 fashion entries.
It is a bridge stretching between schools
and the fashion industry, leading directly
to internships and work opportunities at
Diesel, Marni, Viktor&Rolf, Maison Margiela and many more.
The 10 finalists are required to present a
main collection - often they are final-year
students and this is their graduation project - which will be presented on the catwalk to all the ITS 2015 guests during the
final evening on Saturday July 11th.
A strong contribution to the ITS support
philosophy is given by the prizes offered
by our partners and supporters.

Creativity must always be at the center
of everything we do because a beautiful
product is the only true building block of
any industry. Foster it, protect it, never
compromise on it.
Renzo Rosso
President OTB

32 years

The ITS FASHION Award in partnership with OTB will grant €10,000
and the showcase of a new out-of-competition project at the next edition of ITS.
ITS is a very important platform for our
Fashion Main Partner OTB, as many of its
past finalists are today integrated in the
style offices of some of the brands of the
group, confirming the quality of its long
and elaborate selection, something that
OTB advocates for in the international
fashion community. The OTB Award
will assign €5,000 plus an internship at
one of the brands of the group.

Vogue Talents is the media partner of ITS
2015 and will offer the Vogue Talents
Award. The Award will consist of the
publication within 2015 on the Vogue Talents website of a photoshoot of the winner’s collection as well as of an interview.
The winner’s profile will also be featured
in the September 2015 supplement of
Vogue Italia.

The Modateca Award will assign
€3,000 to the most interesting knitwear
collection and invite the winner for a visit
to the unique Modateca Deanna Archive.

Eyes on Talents is pleased to present the
Eyes On Talents Award. All ITS 2015
finalists will be invited to create their
profile on the platform and either one
fashion or one accessories finalist will be
selected for the Eyes on Talents Award.
The winner will receive €3,000 and featured profile communication to all Eyes
on Talents member brands.

38 years

FASHION

THE FUTURE
LOOKS
ABSTRACT
The collection by Kim Shui explores the abstraction of the body in order to re-contextualize the
feminine form. As painter & sculptor Ellsworth
Kelly once said, “I think that if you can turn off
the mind and look only with the eyes, ultimately everything becomes abstract”. By bringing
everything back to the most basic and pure form,
the body is removed from metaphors and associations and turns into a human form without
weight, freedom of space or perspective.

Untitled by Kim Shui
American, born on 30 th June 1990

40 years

FASHION

THE FUTURE
IS TREATED
Attila’s menswear is dedicated to all those young
witches who believed in love, faith, innocence and
Leonardo di Caprio. The collection is entirely in
denim, which has been treated in a variety of ways
including stonewashing, distressing and burnishing.
The key element of the garments is the contrast of
the Swarovski stones with the embossed and ripped
denim and the heavy full coats are the shelter for
the underwear which is the result of a collaboration
with a renowned company in the field.

Fair is foul and foul is fair by Attila Lajos
Hungarian, born on 16th May 1990

50 years

FASHION

Quoï’s collection focuses on exploring the boundaries and limits of meaning. To do so he decided to
fill his garments with as many ideas as possible. He
wants the viewer to make their own assumptions
about the garments’ meaning and where the inspiration comes from. The answers he has received
so far are varied: some said the clothes looked
like couture armours, others saw a tribal ritualistic
influence and others still defined it as alien craftsmanship. This variety of opinions is exactly what
Alexander wanted to obtain.

Limits by Quoï Alexander
American, born on 9th July 1990

90 years

Photo by Le Paradox

THE FUTURE
IS MEANING

FASHION

THE FUTURE
IS MASH
The starting point for this collection was the rigid
functionality of military flight suits as well as the soft
beauty of Japanese aesthetics. Variety within a delimited framework is typical of traditional Japanese
art. This inspired Elina to create rules and restrictions for herself, in order to explore the subject
deeper. In her garments all patterns are based on
the pattern of a single Russian flight suit, but on top
of it there is a mix of elaborated shibori-dye (an
ancient Japanese dyeing technique), applied pleating,
hand-woven fabrics and knotted tassels. The goal
was to create three-dimensional and straggly surfaces that give a sense of calmness and primitive chaos.

Sans titre by Elina Määttänen
Finnish, born on 7th April 1983

100 years

FASHION

THE FUTURE IS
SHAPE-SHIFTING
Jenifer came up with a collection of garments and
bags whose design allow them to be easily transformed into another garment or accessory and back
to its original shape if needed. Comfort, functionality,
simplicity of use and highly technical materials are the
keywords for designs focused on the wearer. The
sleeping bag, for instance, converts into a winter jacket, while the compressed bag can turn into an XL
size with just one move. Designs function in extreme
conditions as well as in an urban environment.

Photo by Sandra Pointet

X-Treme Conquistadors by Jenifer Thévenaz-Burdet
Swiss, born on 4th July 1986

130 years

FASHION

THE FUTURE
IS AVANTGARDE
TRADITION
Yuko’s inspiration for her womenswear is grounded in Japanese kimonos and traditional paintings
which can be seen in the gorgeous blooming
flowers on the garments. By using delicate, bright
colours and patterns she tried to combine large
movement with a solid appearance as a whole.
She wants to find a unique value by combining the
warmth of Japanese handmade tradition together
with avant-garde techniques.

Blooming flowers of Japanese painting by Yuko Koike
Japanese, born on 1st September 1985

180 years

FASHION

THE FUTURE
CONQUERS
THE PRESENT
This first collaboration between Polina and Christine conforms to their vision of life. It is an homage
to the Japanese samurai inspired by the warrior’s
armour. Honouring codes of ritual, dedication and
respect, this collection uses traditional weaving,
cross-stitching and hand-knotting techniques on
leather skins and silks. A contemporary collection
which reinterprets ancestral clothes and, finally, an
armour to conquer the present.

Chapter One by CHARLESYAKOB
Polina Yakobson, Irish, born on 13th January 1986
Christine Charlebois, Canadian, born on 25th August 1985

240 years

FASHION

THE FUTURE
IS PLAYFUL
“Kidult” is a word which identifies adults who are
still in love with collecting or making kids’ stuff and
Yunseo feels they can be very creative and refined
in execution. Keeping it “playful” is the most important rule in their lifestyles. Her collection therefore
aims at creating sophisticated outfits that are fun and
functional to wear. The inspiration comes from the
egg drop, a classic in kids’ scientific experiments: designing a structure which will protect an egg from a
fall with straws and elastic bands. In Yunseo’s case the
egg is replaced by the wearer and protective, flexible
structures are built with tubes and elastic threads all
over the garments.

Playful protector by Yunseo Choi
South Korean, born on 17th February 1987

330 years

FASHION

THE FUTURE
OF WOMEN
The starting point for Paula were 25 videos she
created to poetically feel again a woman’s thoughts,
wishes and recognitions. These interpretations recreated the true feminine heartstrings translating
them to the viewer. Her garment designs work on
the interaction between the body and materials.
Loose metallic scraps appear to be sliding down
nude coloured dresses, frozen in motion and creating a contrast with the solidity of the body. Glossy
fabric pieces are moulded around creating a revival
of the woman’s shape, fixed in place by a structure
of nude coloured Lycra. All in all, it focuses on the
contrast of full coverage and restrained nudity.

Frau Sein / Womanhood by Paula Knorr
German, born on 5th July 1989

450 years

FASHION

THE FUTURE
OF HAUTE
COUTURE
The aim of this collection is to deconstruct the
traditional couture images of the past by bringing to life collaged couture dresses transformed
into modern couture pieces. Techniques include
screen printing, hand painted canvas and embroidery and each dress or coat is a mix of shape and
texture made to look like it was ripped in half and
re-attached together again.

Cracked Couture by Richard Quinn
British, born on 3rd January 1990

520 years

FASHION

THE FUTURE
IS IN AND OUT
OF REALITY
This collection draws on strange, dark and and unusual
aspects of floral and botanical structures and compounds,
particularly the fascinating characteristics of plants that
can be hallucinogenic, soporific, psychoactive or poisonous. The aim was to capture an experience of sinking into
dreamy somnolence, descending and rising in and out of
reality; an emotional and physical state of intoxication.
Construction techniques use colour and transparency to
create a curious and atmospheric effect, implying a hallucination or hologram, a projected image that could be
real or imagined. The intensity of colour pulses and fades
beneath translucent skin. The collection aims to explore
a fundamental desire to be immersed in nature, and our
struggle with this fragile connection and disconnection.

ITS FASHION Winner of
Fashion Collection of the Year ITS 2014
Digitalis by Katherine Roberts-Wood
British, born on 21st March 1986

600 years

ACCESSORIES
I’m very excited and happy to participate
in ITS 2015 and happy to see our ITS family
and friends in Trieste again.
YKK joined ITS in 2006 as partner of ITS
ACCESSORIES and we have never been
disappointed by the event. We are very
proud of the fantastic relationship we have
built together and this year we are excited to celebrate our tenth anniversary!
We are very much looking forward to
THE FUTURE!
As you know, YKK is far more than just
a supplier of fastening products but now
YKK is beginning to change gradually. The
change will start from the exciting city of
London where we will open our first ever

2.000 years

Showroom in Shoreditch this year.
You will be able to see and get YKK’s latest
products and we are going to hold some
exciting events inside the Showroom during 2015, where we will also offer an attachment service for YKK’s Snap & Button
products.
YKK has long been a supporter of young
talent, we have increased this through our
involvement with ITS and I believe that the
showroom can accelerate our service to
young creatives even more.
Hitoshi Yamaguchi
General Marketing Manager
YKK Europe

ITS ACCESSORIES celebrates
TENTH BIRTHDAY!
It is a very special moment for YKK, who in
2006 established this new, innovative area.
It is a natural extension of ITS to give a more
complete overview of the most creative
young talents in fashion with a dedicated
contest for all accessories design graduates
and young accessories designers.
The competition allows YKK to explore
the out-of-the-ordinary creations that
can be produced with their fastenings.
YKK actively participated by inspiring a
creative, original and technically advanced
use of YKK products, turning them into
the key element of the applicants’ accessories. This year the 10 selected finalists
showed their creativity in virtually all areas of accessory design.
Each finalist will showcase a main collection - often this is the graduation
project for their final year at school and the prototype of the Special Project developed for YKK, which makes
use of fastening products supplied by

any of the EMEA companies of the YKK
Group. YKK encouraged the use of their
Excella®, Excella® Flat, Excella® Blade,
Excella® Curve, Vislon® Flat and sewing buttons and FlexFix® from its Snaps
& Buttons range. During the selection
YKK evaluated the designers’ ability to
make the most of an accessory in an
original and technically-advanced way
by using a YKK fastening system, as well
as the ability to use a YKK fastening system as the main factor to enhance the
overall quality and look of an accessory.

The ITS ACCESSORIES Award in
partnership with YKK will assign
€10,000 & showcase a new out-of-competition project at the next edition of ITS.
The YKK Fastening Award will
grant €5,000.
The YKK Showroom opening soon in
London is a further step to support creativity and young talents. The space will
offer to the designers different services
related to the world of fastenings.

Eyes on Talents is pleased to present the
Eyes On Talents Award. All ITS 2015
finalists will be invited to create their
profile on the platform and either one
fashion or one accessories finalist will be
selected for the Eyes on Talents Award.
The winner will receive €3,000 and featured profile communication to all Eyes
on Talents member brands.

Vogue Talents is the media partner of ITS
2015 and will offer the Vogue Talents
Award. The Award consists of the publication within 2015 on the Vogue Talents
website of a photoshoot of the winner’s
collection as well as of an interview. The
winner’s profile will also be featured
in the September 2015 supplement of
Vogue Italia.

2.320 years

ACCESSORIES

THE FUTURE
VS
TRANSFORMERS
The two major inspirations for this collection
were the movie “Transformers” and the automotive industry, as well as the influence of the
3D printers. It allows adjustability and provides
multi-functionality too, resulting in a captivating
futuristic collection of accessories which include
a convertible hat and a pair of invertible multicoloured glasses.

Toransufoma by Viktorija Agne
Lithuanian, born on 21st July 1989

2.700 years

ACCESSORIES

THE FUTURE
IS BLOWING
IN THE WATER
By fusing digital 3D printing with craftsmanship,
these six performance pieces explore the transience
between the human form and the environment.
When exposed to wind or water a fluid and tranquil movement is created. This produces a kind of
spiritual connection which evokes a self-awareness,
altering one’s own image and awakening thoughts of
purpose and a sense of existence. As fashion artefacts, the pieces question why people are fascinated
by fashion, by the exclusivity and elitism embedded
in the concept of buying extreme creativity due to
the power it has at influencing the mind.

Photo by Eva Huang - Wei

Siren by Leo Carlton
British, born on 29th October 1991

3.640 years

ACCESSORIES

THE FUTURE
RE-ARTICULATES
The idea here is to challenge the concept of continuity
and articulation within an object by adding mechanical
elements. Articulation refers to the placement of elements in architecture and it is explored in the visual
language as well as in the placement of the pieces on
the body. All the mechanisms are driven by one finger
to promote interaction between product and user,
who can produce motion along with the function of
the product. When no force is applied, all pieces go
back to their original state. In other words, once the
mechanism is in action the pieces go through a process of completeness, demolition and finally reunion.

Re.articulation by Bianca Chong
Chinese, born on 2nd June 1988

4.900 years

ACCESSORIES

THE FUTURE
OF LUCHA LIBRE
IS EPIC
Inspired by the fanciful masks, the audience, the ritualistic characters and the emotions of the Mexican Wrestling fighters known as “luchadores”, this
bag collection is also a take on their emotions. The
staged primal battle between “good and evil” is a
response to the rituals, the usages and conventions of the Mayan and Aztec cultures. Nadine’s
project combines tradition with a modern spirit.

La Maravilla Enmascarada by Nadine Eismann
German, born on 29th December 1986

6.630 years

ACCESSORIES

THE FUTURE
BRINGS ORDER
The aesthetics of this collection is dictated by functionality. It deals with the relationship between a
space-saving attitude and the possible cause of a
kind of compulsive orderliness, where an inner
urge creates a balance between the objects in
the surrounding area. By relating every object to
a storage place where it sits perfectly and by creating a conserving function at the same time, the
balance of order is preserved and both eyes and
emotions are pleased.

Portable compulsion by Isabel Helf
Austrian, born on 18th February 1990

8.960 years

ACCESSORIES

THE FUTURE
CAN BLOCK YOU
When Hiroki was young, he used to go with his
family to the seaside in summer. But he was suffering from eczema at the time and this kept him
from going into the ocean. Looking back, it was
the first time he felt different from others and
the ocean for him is the representation of a place
you yearn to go to, but cannot. His footwear was
created for people who live this kind of situations,
trapped in a sort of mysterious world that blocks
them from doing what they would love to.

Yearning for the ocean by Hiroki Kataoka
Japanese, born on 8th March 1987

12.090 years

ACCESSORIES

THE FUTURE
IN A FEMALE
WARRIOR
Loyalty, honour, sacrifice and self-surrender. This
backpack collection personifies the essential aesthetic
materialisation of the qualities of samurai women. In
regards to shapes, Bojana was inspired by the concept of obtaining fluid shapes from woven textures.
Resembling cocoons, communicating safeness and
appearing like vital structures, these forms remind of
how women are infinite home defenders: weaving a
nest with their hands and hearts, keeping the weight
on their backs. A language of patterns and knots describe a layered intimacy with intense, deep colours.
Respected tradition on one side and innovative treatment of shape on the other suggest an harmonious
encounter of then and now.

Onna by Bojana Nikodijevic
Serbian, born on 21st March 1984

22.000 years

ACCESSORIES

THE FUTURE
FIGHTS
THE ENEMY
Manga robots are a terribly popular animation
genre in Japan and Wataru started out by considering the shapes of the robots’ legs. Since robots
are often huge, they need stability and that is why
their feet are usually so much larger than the rest
of the leg. Wataru’s footwear collection wants to
communicate this sense of great stability to the
wearer, as if being a fighting robot against the enemy, strong and at the same time beautiful.

Photo by Hiroto Hata

We are Japanese robots by Wataru Sato
Japanese, born on 5th December 1984

29.730 years

ACCESSORIES

THE FUTURE
HAS SOUL
Yang’s main inspiration came from the skeletons of dead
animals. After looking at the opus of photographer Eiji
Yuzawa, he realised that even specimens or dead animals
still have a soul. The main idea behind his pieces is of
rebirth after death while conceptually researching and
discussing the five senses of vision, hearing, smell, taste
and touch. The abstract and futuristic shapes he has obtained all start out from a single dead animal’s skeleton.
Among the materials he chose, there is a particular kind
of dark, gold-rimmed wood known as “Nanmu” which
has remained buried underground for thousands of years
and basically does not rot. He has included 3D printing
and CNC techniques alongside craftsmanship (for the
wood and leather). Each piece is a dense concentration
of sensorial references interacting with the user, which
finally provide the collection with a soul.

Dead roll by Yang Wang
Chinese, born on 4th January 1989

40.130 years

ACCESSORIES

THE FUTURE
CRAFTS BEAUTY
Based on a personal experience of reconstructive
jaw surgeries, the collection explores the relationship between identity and the body and questions
the need to reach an ideal beauty dictated by the
majority. Can our own imperfect body still be the
starting point for aesthetically beautiful artefacts?
And can these artefacts identify the struggle of
the body against the dictatorship of the object
that force it to fit into specific aesthetic codes?

Dictated by Nadide Begüm Yildirim
Turkish, born on 10 th September 1982

54.180 years

ACCESSORIES

THE FUTURE
EXPLORES
ASYMMETRY
Symmetry is often linked to beauty, the more symmetrical faces are considered to be more beautiful and symmetrical design
is usually aesthetically more pleasing and easier to understand.
Especially in fashion and accessory design – symmetry is often
applied in relation to the human body, although the human
body itself is never perfectly symmetrical. Mirja explores the
aesthetics of asymmetry in accessory design, aiming to challenge the conventional ideas of beauty and our biological preference for symmetry. The collection pieces presented include
footwear, eyewear and leather goods all designed with slight
bilateral asymmetry in order to create a new silhouette. The
materials used for this collection are vegtan leather, buffalo
horn, african blackwood and silver. With this collection Mirja
continues the exploration of the design and craft behind new
types of accessories.
ITS ACCESSORIES Winner of
Accessories Collection of the Year 2014
Untitled by Mirja Pitkaart
Estonian, born on 18th September 1986

73.130 years

Vaporized car?
Mechanical assault?
Evil smartphone?
A. I. (Artificial Intelligence) is one the most exciting
promises of technology, and one of the most dangerous
ones. Nobody can predict how sentient, self-conscious and
intelligent artificial brains will relate to humanity.
Give your children a safer future.
Be prepared. Be insured.

“The development of full artificial intelligence could
spell the end of the human race.”
Stephen Hawking

We are A. I. Insurance, the only insurance
company which offers custom policies covering
accidents caused by Artificial Intelligence
We cover it all!

A.I.
insurance

ARTWORK

Swatch is back with ITS for the 2015 edition and looking forward to discovering
new Talents of the Future. Swatch has
always lived in the future with ideas and
intuitions ahead of their time. In more
than 30 years of collaboration with designers and artists, Swatch has set the
pace for innovation and trendsmart design in watches and lifestyle accessories.
The young designers at ITS in Trieste

are invited to unpack their visions and
aspirations, to delight us with their most
exciting, future-fueled, mind-blowing
ideas. That’s why Swatch created ITS
ARTWORK – a challenge to young talents
to set their creative spirits free and reveal
the beauty of the future today.
Carlo Giordanetti
Creative Director SWATCH

114.690 years

In all these years we have found out that
besides their skills and technical knowledge the ideas and visions of young designers are remarkable and unique.
ITS ARTWORK is the second edition
of a contest in partnership with Swatch
and looks for what is in their minds and
in their hearts. 10 finalists were chosen
among the designers who applied to ITS
2015 in ITS FASHION, ITS ACCESSORIES or ITS JEWELRY. The content of
their portfolios and what lies behind it
was evaluated and the selected finalists
were given the possibility of depicting and
representing their own point of view on
the Swatch brand.
They were requested to give their own
“representation” of the world of Swatch
through their eyes, with a special focus on
the aspect of “duality”, a visual statement
with no limits nor boundaries, made of
materials, images, pictures, drawings
and words, dimensional and intriguing, a

world to be discovered and be enchanted by – through multimedia artwork with
only the following requirements: 120x120
cm dimensions and the inclusion of 3D
elements (materials, Swatch watches,
products, etc.).

ITS ARTWORK Award in partnership
with Swatch will assign €10,000 &
showcase a new out-of-competition project at the next edition of ITS.
The winner of the SWATCH Award
will receive €5,000 and will be offered
a professional collaboration at Swatch.
To assign the SWATCH Award the jury
will evaluate the artworks according to
their overall aesthetics, their ability to express something new and inventive, and
their consistency with the brand’s DNA
code: Color, Lightness, Transparency,
Movement.

133.250 years

ARTWORK

THE FUTURE IS
SPACIOUS,
LIBERAL,
COHERENT

Bianca Chong
Chinese, born on 2nd June 1988

154.820 years

ARTWORK

THE FUTURE IS
LET’S,
FIND,
OUT

Alexis Gautier
French, born on 16th May 1990

208.980 years

ARTWORK

THE FUTURE IS
BEING MYSELF,
EVERYTHING
WILL BE OK,
I DON’T WANT
TO DIE

Hiroki Kataoka
Japanese, born on 8th March 1987

380.790 years

ARTWORK

THE FUTURE IS
NOSTALGIA,
TECHNOLOGY,
MAGIC

Yuko Koike
Japanese, born on 1st September 1985

514.010 years

ARTWORK

THE FUTURE IS
HEROISM,
KINDNESS,
WISH

Higasi Nobuhiro
Japanese, born on 7th February 1988

693.840 years

ARTWORK

THE FUTURE IS
TRUTH,
BEAUTY,
LOVE

Richard Quinn
British, born on 3rd January 1990

936.590 years

ARTWORK

THE FUTURE IS
UNKNOWN,
CURIOSITY,
INVENTIONS

Daniella Saraya
Israeli, born on 28th November 1988

1.706.580 years

ARTWORK

THE FUTURE IS
MADE,
IN,
WEB

Shay Tako
Israeli, born on 2nd June 1983

2.303.640 years

FINALISTA ARTWORK
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ARTWORK

THE FUTURE IS
FREEDOM,
DIVERSITY,
ANDROGYNY

Marta Twarowska
Polish, born on 17th January 1986

3.109.590 years

ARTWORK

THE FUTURE IS
MISTERY,
FIGHT,
CLUB

Tom Van der Borght
Belgian, born on 16th May 1978
Shalva Nikvashvili
Georgian, born on 22nd July 1990

4.197.500 years

YOUR
NAME
HERE

HEY CREATIVE!
CAN’T FIND THE PERFECT LOCATION
FOR YOUR STUDIO?
WORRIED ABOUT YOUR FUTURE
(AND THE FUTURE OF THE EARTH)?

THINK BIG!
BOOK A PLANET
EXXTREMESTATES
ONLY FOR CREATIVES

JEWELRY
Swarovski is delighted to be continuing
its partnership with International Talent
Support in its annual search for the crème
de la crème of the world’s young design
talent. The competition inspires and offers
young designers from around the globe
an opportunity to present their work and
have it evaluated by a jury of top professionals. Swarovski, in sharing the dedication of ITS to identifying and supporting
the design stars of tomorrow, is pleased to

remain the main partner for ITS JEWELRY
in 2015. Swarovski believes this platform is
an important component in creating the
momentum necessary for the emergence
of the raw talent so essential to the vitality and diversity of the fashion jewelry
industry.
Ute Schumacher
Vice President Design Center
Headquarter Swarovski Professional

6.582.990 years

Launched in 2011, ITS 2015 will feature the
jewelry competition in partnership with
Swarovski. Founded in 1895, Swarovski is
celebrating its 120 th anniversary and provided all jewelry finalists with an assortment of sparkling crystals from Swarovski
for their special project.
There is an incredible amount of young jewelry designers out there - coming from dedicated schools, specialised courses, or just as
independent designers - working on their
own small productions or hoping to be supported and chosen to work for big brands.
ITS JEWELRY is meant to highlight the
most promising among them, providing the
biggest possible support and visibility and
offering internships and job opportunities.
The 10 finalists represent the use of creativity at its best in contemporary jewelry
design. They will present a main collection
- which in many cases is their final-year
graduation project - together with the
Special Project based on the design brief-

ing by Swarovski. For its 120 th anniversary
Swarovski took a glimpse into the future
and invited the contestants to conceive
their vision of the future of Swarovski
jewelry. The goal was to create new visionary concepts of crystal jewelry using
Swarovski crystals. All contestants were
required to present a special project
for Swarovski focusing on the following
keywords: innovation, visionary, future,
forward-thinking, imaginative. Swarovski
provided a special selection of colors and
shapes from which the participants were
free to choose for their designs.

The ITS JEWELRY Award in
partnership with Swarovski with
Swarovski will assign €10,000 & showcase of a new out-of-competition project
at the next edition of ITS.
The winner of the SWAROVSKI Award
will receive €5,000.

7.648.350 years

JEWELRY

THE FUTURE
IS RIGHT ON
YOUR SKIN
A bead might not just be the most used shape in
jewelry. It is so familiar that everyone can relate to
it. Its simple spherical shape can be compared to
a small sculpture, perfect and complete. Starting
from this concept, Kaat explores the relationship
between jewelry and the wearer. By altering its
surface and changing its place of contact, she plays
with the tactile experience of wearing jewelry.
The collection focuses on the bead’s contact with
the skin in order to trigger an increased awareness of the body.

Beads by Kaat De Groef
Belgian, born on 3rd May 1991

8.886.100 years

JEWELRY

THE FUTURE
IS UNDER
CONSTRUCTION
This vibrant collection has non-harmonious combinations of shapes and materials: Plexiglas waves,
shiny balls, vintage Swarovski crystals, vintage
cones, rubber, brass and neon ingots. The finished
pieces look like a work of art under construction.
The rough, black rubber carries these sculptures in
front or down the back like a spine, and it is set with
sparkling vintage Swarovski crystals. The necklaces have pendants which create an equilibrium that
keeps them in place. The “Victory” ring is set with
vintage Swarovski crystals on a neon-pink base and
lies on the hand as if resting.

Triumph by Liat Ginzburg
Israeli, born on 24th June 1966

11.994.990 years

JEWELRY

THE FUTURE
WANTS MORE
This project addresses a fundamental question:
should we all be winners? The technological era
has, with all the good, brought a lot of bad things
too. Yes, we can contact anyone and visit any place
on earth, but it comes at a price: huge worldwide
competition. The stronger the competition and
the harder people have to fight. Sometimes just to
survive. But where are our dreams? Thus, we are
slowly turning into true predators. Sonja’s collection
shows how that vicious circle looks and highlights
the transformation stages on an individual. We
could stop at each of these stages, but we don’t.

Photo by Alek Zivkovic

Jaws of glory by Sonja Iglič
Serbian, born on 19th May 1988

21.856.300 years

JEWELRY

THE FUTURE
IS A LONELY
HALO
A starting point for Yun Sun was the theme of social alienation. As contemporary society is leading
people to become increasingly self-centered and
fragmented, in the future we will become more
isolated with the development of new technologies. As if we were floating in spacesuits, we are
partly connected and at the same time alienated
in the world. The fundamental idea of this jewelry
is that by wearing it one creates a spiritual and
physical space on the body, a pure space which
can help the wearer to feel safe by giving them a
halo-like protection. The jewelry therefore plays
a central role in creating the space.

I see a halo around you by Yun Sun Jang
South Korean, born on 31st May 1987

29.502.900 years

JEWELRY

THE FUTURE
OF NATURE
VS MACHINE
In Wai addresses the relationship between what
occurs naturally and what is technically produced.
The struggle between the natural and the artificial
is evidenced through the process of making: employing a machine (technology), using traditional
craftsmanship (humanity) and applying processes
that involve the natural environment (nature). In
addition, the aim is also to explore the relationship
between time, space and the body.

Out of flux by In Wai Kwok
Chinese, born on 9th December 1983

39.824.700 years

JEWELRY

TUE FUTURE
FOOLS THE EYE
This collection draws inspiration from the world
of body modifications. The lines of each jewel float
just above the surface of the body, adding another
dimension to the contour tattooed on the skin. Geometric lines define the language, forming complex
three-dimensional structures whose floating quality
leaves the observer wondering what holds them together, and where they meet the body. Each piece is
given an oxidized finish, reflecting the dark line of a
tattoo: the oxidation is then stripped away in some
contours to reveal the metallic surface underneath,
creating a dialogue between tattoo and jewel.

Photo by Michael Topyol

The shape of ink by Adi Lev Dori
Israeli, born on 23rd November 1985

53.757.800 years

JEWELRY

THE FUTURE
IS ELECTRIC
In Iskren’s opinion, technology and technological
advances in the industry are the driving force that
leads to the future. A world without electricity,
without the efforts of engineers as Nikola Tesla
and Thomas A. Edison for instance, would never be the same. Electricity and all of the things
we take for granted which make the world as we
know it and move the global industry forward
are housed in mini-worlds inside Iskren’s jewelry
piece.

Photo by Yoan Galabov

Transparent connections by Iskren Lozanov
Bulgarian, born on 6th March 1987

62.457.600 years

JEWELRY

THE FUTURE
MERGES
CULTURES

Pioneer days by Kota Okuda
Japanese, born on 22nd August 1991

72.565.500 years

Photo by Takanori Okuwaki

Using the Scottish independence as a starting point,
Kota delves into Scottish history and culture, finding
the transatlantic relationship between Scotland and
North America particularly interesting. By embedding crystals within leather and covering them with
Perspex, he preserves their radiance while allowing
for their physical shape to fade. By juxtaposing Scottish and Native American traditional iconography, he
sabotages established stereotypes creating contrasts
but at the same time striking similarities. All in all, his
work reflects the secularization of cultural icons and
explores the balance between two culture.

JEWELRY

THE FUTURE
CONTINUES
THE BODY
Daniella deals with enclosing space through the
construction of linear bodies built from a metallic
contour and using a manual, freehand weaving technique in order to close them and turn them into a
containing object. The form is constructed as a continuation of the body and both enclose the space.
The movement of the lines Daniella used is free and
transgressive. It speaks of where the wearer stands
in relation to space and to the surroundings. It forces
you to move in a certain way, and changes the natural
body flow that one would be used to. Her jewelry
challenges the conventional size too, suggesting new
ways of wearing it.

Beyond the body by Daniella Saraya
Israeli, born on 28th November 1988

84.309.000 years

JEWELRY

THE FUTURE
LIES IN AN
INSTANT
All living beings disappear in the end, they live
only instantly within an infinite amount of time.
All things exist only in the moment. For example,
the sound of clapping does not exist but when
we are clapping. Human beings want to extend
the moment, and possess things in a succession of
moments to prove their own existence. Bokyum’s
jewelry is designed to exist only in the moment.

Existence, possession and vanity by Bokyum Suh
South Korean, born on 4th August 1989

97.953.100 years

THE NEW
GIOTTO, MOZART
OR LEONARDO?

Tall or short? Funny or pensive? Athletic or intellectual?
You just have to know how to deal with genes...
and we do!
Come and browse our catalogue,
we have the largest selection of
Royalty-Free genetic sequences.
Just browse the archive
or search it using our powerful
tag-based search engine.
And, if you need a mother, we can help:
call today and get the latest offers
on artificial wombs!

AWARD

113.000.000 years

This year’s theme – “The Future” –
speaks to curious and forward-thinking
visionaries that continually inspire the design world. These ITS designers produce
innovative designs that blend creativity,
curiosity and passion and aren’t simply an
accessory or piece of clothing; they are a
means of self-expression, a manifestation
of each designer’s vision and a tangible
representation of the future of fashion.
These designers believe that the Next
is Now – a philosophy shared by us at
Samsung. I see ITS as a force of fashion that
further inspires the future of fashion for
tech. By partnering with ITS and creating
the Samsung Galaxy Award, we have the

opportunity to see the brightest and most
forward thinking designers combine technology and fashion in a way that speaks
to our future with unbounded creativity.
As technology continues to enhance fashion and fashion continues to inspire technology, I encourage these young designers to push the limits of design with no
constraints and become the next force
of fashion. After all, as they say, “There is
nothing like a dream to create the future.”
Younghee Lee
Executive Vice President of Global
Marketing, IT & Mobile Division,
Samsung Electronics

153.000.000 years

Samsung Galaxy Award

Supporting young talents and encouraging
them to create what enriches people’s
lives constitutes the common grounds
for the partnership established by ITS
with Samsung Galaxy, which has been
leading the mobile device industry pursuing not only technological inventiveness
but also lifestyle enrichment. Samsung
has a rich history of collaborating with
the fashion industry and consistently
looks for groundbreaking ways that allow consumers to express their personal
style through their mobile devices.

Yunseo Choi

Alexander Quoï

FASHION

FASHION

As an everyday companion, a mobile
device must be stylized with fashionable creativity. The Samsung Galaxy
Award showcases the young talents’
creative blending of technology with
fashion, accessories and jewelry design.
As an innovator of the mobile industry,
Samsung Galaxy is partnering with ITS
to encourage young talents to explore
their creative ideas, and ultimately create a product that unites technology
and fashion.

207.000.000 years

Kim Shui

Wataru Sato

FASHION

ACCESSORIES

Viktorija Agne

Isabel Helf

ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

Yang Wang

Bianca Chong

ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES
ARTWORK

In Wai Kwok

Iskren Lozanov

JEWELRY

JEWELRY

Ten finalists were selected from ITS FASHION, ITS ACCESSORIES, ITS JEWELRY,
and ITS ARTWORK, and will be asked to
develop proposals for two assignments to
reinforce the features of Galaxy S6 and Galaxy S6 edge: produce a new type of smartphone case for the Galaxy S6 or S6 edge
and create a fashion item or art piece based
on their design expertise, inspired by Galaxy
S6 or S6 edge design or features.
There are no limitations to the form of the output nor in the use of materials. A selection of
Swarovski Crystals is freely available to be used.
The best prototype will receive the Samsung
Galaxy Award, a cash prize of €10,000.
Matching the requested task and the Samsung
Galaxy’s brand essence, creativeness and way of
presentation are the judging criteria.

510.000.000 years

900.000.000 years

1.000.000.000 years

CREDITS

AND THANKS

EVE TEAM for ITS 2015
Barbara Franchin - Director
Sergio Drioli - Vice Director
Michele de Facchinetti - Art Director & Organization
Giulia and Aldo Lonciari - Accounting Office
Fabrizio Bressan - Head of Administration Office and Production
Lorenzo Mocarini - Assistant to Administration Office and Production
Michele Colucci - PA to Director
Fabio Bressan - Creative Director & Video Maker
Giulio Dambrosi - Head of Multimedia Office
Giada Mihelic - Multimedia Office
Martino Pilot - Assistant to Multimedia Office
Alessandro Offer - Head of Press Office
Federica Marchesic - Assistant to Press Office
Matea Burmas - Head of Schools & Contestants Office
Irina Ranalli - Schools & Contestants Office
Corrado Canulli - Invitations & Entries Manager
Giuseppe Fontani - Hospitality Office
Paola Uxa - Hospitality Office
Giovanni Papalexis - Hospitality Office
Joska Scekic - Partners Caring
Andrea di Marco - Event Social Networks Responsible
Davide del Degan - Director of the ITS 2015 video
Pablo Chiereghin - Photography Responsible
Supporting Staff: altri runners TBC, Maurizio Andiloro, Davide Bigatto,
Sara Caselli, Flavia Cocuccioni, Tommaso Cortivo, Matteo Cracco, Jeanette
Crisanaz, Virginia Dordei, Andrea di Filippo, Federica Dima, Ivan Gergolet,
Pepi Gioffrè, Cecilia Giurgevich, Sergio Hlacia, Paola Ismaili, Soraya Ismaili,
Filip Lacuku, Elena Longo, Michele Luppi, Thomas Kelland, Ettore Melani,
Francesco Morosini, Christian Musich, Nicola Neri, Giovanni Ortolani, Sirio
Palese, Stefano Pettirosso, Matteo Rizzardi, Fabio Romanelli, Camilla Sossi,
Jacopo Starini, Antonio Strain, Martina Trombetta, Ruben Vuaran, Barbara
Zilli, Fabrizia Zuzich and everyone who has worked for ITS.

OTB group especially Renzo Rosso and Antonella... you have been there
throughout the years, you know who you are... we wouldn’t have been
able to do it without you!
YKK, thanks to Nobuo Igarashi, Hitoshi Yamaguchi, Kei Kagami, Sabine
Bourgeau, Anna Stefaniak, Marco Grandi, Veronica Trezzi, Isabella Taddeo
SWATCH, thanks to Carlo Giordanetti, Stephanie Walter and Nicole
Schuepbach
SWAROVSKI, especially Ute Schumacher, Harry Eisenberger, Sandra
O’Connor, Katharina Pretzl and Andrea Baier
SAMSUNG thanks to Younghee Lee, Jessie Jungeun Song, Candy Kim, Katie Kim, Gina Suk, Jessie Jungeun Song
EYES ON TALENTS, especially Floriane De Saint Pierre, Valentina Maggi,
Guillaume de Piedoue, Mariasole Pastori and Yasmina de Tacaksy
Everyone at DEVELON especially Lorenzo Gottin, Paolo Valentini, Marco
Pietribiasi, Fabio Perin, Daniele Nabissi, Giorgio dal Maso and Elena Zilio
MODATECA, thanks Deanna, thanks Sonia and Jessica!
L’ORÉAL PROFESSIONNEL thanks to Cristina Mossino, Lorena Palvarini
and all the staff for the Hair Styling
ILLYCAFFE thanks to Roberta Scarafile
IL PICCOLO, especially Editor-in-Chief Paolo Possamai, Deputy Editor
Alberto Bollis, Alessandro Mezzena Lona, Arianna Boria, Alessio Radossi,
Viviana Attard and Patrizia Piccione
VOGUE TALENTS, thanks to Sara Maino and Elisa Pervinca Bellini
GAETANO ROSSINI thanks to Giulia Castelnuovo, Gaetano Rossini and
Anna Formenti
K.L.A.IN. ROBOTICS thanks to Fabio Greco
MATERIAL CONNEXION thanks to Rodrigo Rodriquez, Micol Costi and
Claudia Reder
MININI thanks to Luciano Minini and Alessia Berengo
THE OFFICE thanks to Cristiana Fianda and Rossella Spangaro
DESIGN 4 Rent especially Csilla Gabor
REGIONE FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA, especially President Debora Serracchiani, Vice-President Sergio Bolzonello, Gianni Torrenti, Teresa Fulin,
Giancarlo Lancellotti and TURISMO FVG
THE CITY OF TRIESTE, thanks to Mayor Roberto Cosolini, Miryam Taucer, Edi Kraus, Paolo Tassinari, Fabio Lorenzut, Lorenzo Bandelli, Francesca Locci, Cristina Caris and Stefania Lenarduzzi
FONDAZIONE CRTRIESTE thanks to President Massimo Paniccia and to
Secretary-General Paolo Santangelo
ACEGAS APS thanks to President Giovanni Borgna, CEO Cesare Pillon
and Riccardo Finelli
TRIESTE TRASPORTI thanks to President Giovanni Longo
MINISTERO PER I BENI E LE ATTIVITA’ CULTURALI
All the jurors for their precious help
All the Colleges and Academies which enrolled in ITS 2015 and all of their

The pictures published in this volume were used by kind permission of the photographers, of the photography archives and of the consulted magazines. Since it is
impossible to collect all of the respective reserved rights, EVE Srl apologises for any
omission and is available to satisfy any possible request of the like.

2.000.000.000 years

teachers and professors
All former ITS finalists, way way too many to list here!
All of the ITS 2015 contestants for enrolling
Angelo Flaccavento for writing the ITS 2015 Trends Report
All of the press that supports and gives space to ITS
ITS 2015 Master of Ceremonies... thanks Vicky!!!
Romina Beltramini and Simone Paternich for their amazing creative and
technical support and for their passionate work
Paolo Blocar for his technical support
All of our friends who have supported us and taught us so much, you are
all important!
Fashion Show Director and Choreographer Rosemary Ferrari at STUDIO FERRARI and her assistants Giulia Vicini, Eleonora Ardenghi and
Guelfa Rugarli
Electrosacher Djs for the ITS 2015 soundtrack and for the rest of the music... thanks Gianluca Guerra and Daniele di Blasi!!
Arianna Garau for the Make Up
PIANO B for the Production, especially Mario Viscardi, Stefano Losco,
Silena Rovida, Giulia Miglioli and Gianluca Sottile
STS especially Alberto Pasqualini and Michele de Vita
Giampaolo Bruzzese and all his staff at NEW LIGHT
Elena Greco and Massimiliano Grassi for the production of the scenery
elements
Engineer Giorgio Altin for the valuable expert advice
All the models and dressers
Photographers Giovani Giannoni, Gianmaria Gava, Giuliano Koren and
Daniele Braida
Renato Colucci for knowing everything there is to know about weather
forecasts
Massimiliano Lacota at COOPERATIVA FACCHINI PORTABAGAGLI
and all the drivers for driving everyone back and forth, back and forth,
back and forth...
Riccardo Zanelotti from HOTEL SAVOIA EXCELSIOR, Alex and Susy
Benvenuti from HOTEL DUCHI D’AOSTA and VIS À VIS, Monica and
Claudia Coppe at HOTEL COPPE, HOTEL CONTINENTALE, HOTEL
PALACE SUITE and all of their staff for welcoming our guests
Thanks to Paola Corazza for revising all the catalogue’s texts and not
only those!!
Aldo Castigliego and all the staff at GRAFICHE BIONDI
Massimo Garbo and Grafiche Vianello for making this catalogue possible
All of the former ITS finalists for the use of images of their work for the
printed materials and website
designed by EVE Creative Office - Fabio Bressan
cover made in collaboration with Minini
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